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Michigan KSI Truck Assists Presidential
Motorcade and Disrupts Biden Car Parade

T

he following is a report from our truck #213 driving
team:
We were traveling our normal Key States Initiative
(KSI) route in the Utica, Michigan, area when we
noticed a fire truck blocking the road ahead
and what appeared to be a motorcade passing
by. A quick online search confirmed our
suspicion this was indeed President Trump,
who was campaigning in nearby locations.
After discovering where President Trump
was headed next, we looked for a spot
along his route where the KSI truck would
be visible to him as he passed by. All side
roads to the main route were blocked by law
enforcement and emergency vehicles.

We inserted the KSI billboard truck in amongst the
caravan and drove with them for a distance, so all could
see the deadly result of voting for the wrong candidate.
Altogether, a very fruitful day.

God ordained that CBR Truck #213 was in place to greet President
Trump while passing through Utica, Michigan, Nov. 1, 2020 on his
way to the airport. President Trump was in one of the limos at left.

We parked on an adjacent road near an
ambulance, after getting the EMT’s okay.
When the ambulance was pulled up to block
that adjacent road, a car still managed to
get through the blockade. Seeing that, we
asked the EMT if he would like us to use our
truck to more effectively block the road. He
agreed.
The photo above of the Obama limo represents the third time we got
our abortion photo trucks in his line of sight, this time in Madison,
Our KSI billboard truck was then highly
WI. Below, President Obama was confronted in Lima, OH and prior
visible to President Trump and the many
to that we ran our trucks right beside the campaign bus in which he
vehicles in his passing motorcade.
was riding in Orlando, FL in 2008.
But wait, there’s more...
As we prepared to return the truck to home
base for the day, we “mistakenly” turned at
the wrong intersection. That “mistake” put
us in full view of a passing Biden car parade,
which was being followed by twice as many
Trump supporters.
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D

by Gregg Cunningham, Executive Director

uring the 2020 presidential and
senatorial election campaigns, CBR
operated eight of our giant billboard
trucks in seven swing states, broadcasting a
pro-life message seen by millions of motorists.
We pounded up and down the highways, more
than six hours a day, six and seven days a week,
in Nevada, Arizona, Florida, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Michigan and Wisconsin.
Pro-life candidates won in some, but not all, of those races;
and CBR helped keep the outcomes close enough to deny
the Party of Death any legitimate claim that America has
repudiated conservative goals or granted liberals a mandate
to advance a socialist agenda. I personally voted for
President Trump in 2016 and did so again in 2020. I believe
him to be a great president on domestic issues but less so as
regards his naïvely isolationist foreign policy (except for his
masterful diplomacy in Israel). His greatest liability is that
he is a better president than he was a candidate. For instance,
it is difficult to win the presidency without Arizona, and
you don’t win Arizona by making the absurd and offensive
claim that John McCain wasn’t a war hero because he was
captured by the enemy. He had good reason to be angry
with Senator McCain’s petulance (which anger I shared)
but you don’t win votes by being vindictive in the face of
spitefulness. You don’t win votes by telling America that
you are smarter than any of your generals when you have
precisely zero experience with military affairs. You don’t
win votes by letting the media convince suburban women
that you aren’t taking a pandemic seriously.
The press unfairly exaggerated all of the president’s flawed
tendencies, but he endlessly gave news organizations
the ammunition they needed to distort his remarks and
mischaracterize his decisions. Ronald Reagan won landslide
electoral victories because his dignified demeanor and
charitable spirit beguiled many who disagreed with his
policies.
A narcissistic Libertarian presidential candidate was on the
ballot in Arizona, Georgia, Nevada and Pennsylvania, and
arguably may have diverted enough votes from President
Trump to give Vice President Biden victories in four states,
states the president needed to get to 270 in the Electoral
College. Then Pfizer Pharmaceuticals withheld (perhaps

A bittersweet incident occurred when a woman who saw
a KSI truck repeatedly in Michigan communicated to us
that she was happy we were out there because three of
her grandchildren had been aborted. We must remain
resolute so we can save future babies from abortion.

in collusion with anti-Trump, Deep State bureaucrats at
the Federal Drug Administration) the announcement that
they had a successful COVID vaccine until a few days
after the election. Eli Lily Pharmaceuticals did much the
same with a promising new COVID therapeutic treatment.
Such pandemic gamesmanship could change the election
outcome.
There is no doubt that there was substantial vote fraud,
as there is in every presidential election. There may well
have been even more in this one, but will it be provable,
and even if so, will the disputed votes (or the extent of
systemic fraud) be sufficient to change the outcome? Only
determined litigation can determine that.
But with the help of our donors, drivers and prayer partners,
we did our best; and as Job 12:23 teaches, governments
rise and fall by the hand of God. Whatever the election
outcome, His hand is still upon our nation and our call to
stand against injustice remains undiminished.

CBR truck #207 in Surprise, Arizona.

AbortionNO.org
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Baby Saved Four Years after GAP at Purdue

A

welcome gift to CBR arrived on November 7,
2020 through an AbortionNO.org website survey.
A Purdue University graduate wrote: “The GAP
[Genocide Awareness Project] display you guys do first
opened my eyes to the pro-life movement. I just wanted
to say thank you. I don’t know if that baby would be alive
right now if not for you.” [Story to follow]
A.W. shared how GAP made a powerful impression on her
when Purdue’s pro-life club partnered with CBR to educate
students about abortion through our massive abortion photo
sign display. GAP compares abortion to other recognized
forms of genocide, and at Purdue, we also displayed some
“ALL Black Lives Matter” signs to counter the on-campus
presence of the evil BLM organization.
Since 2016, A.W. has used our AbortionNO.org website
as a resource. She wrote: “I’ve had multiple conversations
where I’ve pulled out the photos from your site on my
phone and shown them to people while discussing abortion.
One co-worker started out repeating a great deal of prochoice rhetoric, but by the end of the conversation admitted
he didn’t know much about abortion. He just couldn’t blow
off those photos.”
What prompted A.W. to contact us was that God used her
and a CBR photo to save a preborn baby:

the pro-life club. She indicated she hadn’t thought much
about abortion prior to that, but she “is pro-life forever
now.”
There are countless people faithfully using CBR resources
-- our photos, signs, website, DVD’s, apologetics training,
brochures, and more tools -- to save preborn babies’ lives.
If you have a story of a baby saved using CBR resources,
please email Lois@CBRinfo.org .

Your partnership is vital to our
pro-life work. Thank you for helping
us press on in the fight for life.
“Yet those who wait for the Lord
will gain new strength…”
Isaiah 40:31a

Prayer Requests
• Justice to prevail in our nation
• For 2020-2021 GAP and Revival Projects
• Protection for all who use CBR resources to
save babies

I finally got on the website to give feedback because
after spending years standing in front of abortion
clinics doing sidewalk counseling, today I got to talk
to a couple and gave them a care bag with one of your
photos of a living baby in the womb at 9 weeks. I told
them all about how the baby develops. After sitting for
about an hour in the parking lot, they drove past me and
stopped, rolled down the window, and the man who was
driving reached out and shook my hand. They had the
biggest smiles on their faces and said they were keeping
the baby.

Events

I know you guys get a lot of hate, but I’m grateful you
keep speaking the truth regardless. After all, if people
don’t like seeing accurate photos of aborted children,
then maybe they should stop and think about what that
says about abortion.

Speaking Engagements / CBR Resource Table
Nov. 1
“Non-essential” Peaceful Protest
Laguna Hills, CA
Nov. 30
Apologetics Training, Glendale, AZ

A.W. might not have been present at the abortion facility
to save that baby (and likely others whom she does not yet
know) if her Catholic roommate hadn’t invited her to join

Key States Initiative
Through Nov. 3 – Trucks in Florida, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Arizona, and Nevada.
Prenatal Signs
Nov. 1
"Non-essential" Peaceful Protest
Laguna Hills, CA
Nov. 14
Planned Parenthood, Mission Viejo, CA

Post-carding
Nov. 1
Worship and Prayer Rally
Arizona State Capital
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I don’t know if that baby would be alive right now if not for you.
Purdue University alumna
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Address corrections
addresschanges@cbrinfo.org
Electronic funds donations
ACH@cbrinfo.org
Credit card donations
creditcards@cbrinfo.org
Product order inquiries
productorders@cbrinfo.org
Estate donations
plannedgiving@cbrinfo.org

INSIDE THIS EDITION...
 Deadly result of voting for
All corners of this busy intersection near the Mission Viejo, CA, Planned
Parenthood were decorated with our prenatal photo signs, including this one
of a human fetus at nine weeks of age. Although most drivers gave us thumbs
up and friendly honks, about six pro-aborts cursed us and one cursed our God.
Photos of preborn babies made in God’s image are a threat to the enemy of our
souls and those deceived by him. We prayed for each one who cursed.

the wrong candidate

 “Pro-life forever now”
 “He just couldn’t blow off
those [abortion] photos”
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